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ABSTRACT

In order to produce convincing geographic information, it is not only necessary to provide real-world videos according to
the user’s geographic locations but also non-spatial data in the videos. We present a novel approach for efficient linking
heterogeneous data of the same objective nature, such as 2D maps, 3D virtual environments and videos with GPS data. Our
approach is motivated by the observation that we can get the non-spatial data in a video by transforming the video search
space into the 3D virtual world search space which contain the non-spatial attributes according to the remotely sensed GPS
data. Our proposed system consists of two primary components: a client layer that implements the augmentation algorithm
for geo-spatial video in exploiting server resources, and a server layer designed to provide the non-spatial attributes according
to the client’s requests. To implement attribute query in a video, we present an easily implementable data model that serves
well as a foundation for point query in 2D. In order to apply this to telematics applications such as car navigation systems, we
propose a live-video processing method using augmented reality technology according to the user’s locations along navigation
path. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach is effective in retrieving geospatial video clips and nonspatial data.

Keywords: Augmented Reality, Geographic Information Systems, 3D GIS, Geographic Hypermedia.

1 INTRODUCTION
Distributed GIS systems have been inter-operated with
each other under ubiquitous computing environments,
so-called, Ubiquitous GIS. This is one of the conse-
quences of the evolution of computing environments
over the past 30 years. However, there is no doubt
that new developments in the fields of multimedia, hy-
pertext/hypermedia, three-dimensional representations,
and virtual reality technology will have a great impact
on the type of research issues. An interesting appli-
cation for geospatial video may be an image sequence
analysis that follows a spatially related object and de-
rives a trajectory of its movement. Surprisingly, few
convincing systems have been implemented yet.

The challenging problems can be summarized in four
points: georeferencing of remotely sensed data, creat-
ing geo-spatial contents, linking among geo-spatial hy-
permedia and providing direct physical navigation.
The main objectives of our research are:

∙ Design and develop an efficient linking method for
heterogeneous data of the same object property to
provide various geographic information to the users.
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∙ Study a novel method for live-video image registra-
tion with navigation information in augmented envi-
ronments.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to connect
geospatial video material with the geographic informa-
tion of real-world geo-objects. Our research problem
is reduced to finding non-spatial attributes to augment
these with the videos. The main idea is to transform
the video search space into a three dimensional virtual
world search space according to the remotely sensed
GPS data for non-spatial data querying in a video.
Specifically, we utilize two types of system components
during navigation: geospatial video client and server
components. Based on these system configurations, our
approach can provide good geographic information ac-
curacy of the augmented videos using the GPS data by
a simple and inexpensive device. Overall, our approach
offers the following benefits:

∙ Generality: Our algorithm is general and applicable
to wide range of geospatial clients such as desktop,
laptop, mobile devices and so on.

∙ Applicability: Our geospatial server does not re-
quire any modification of attribute query algorithms
or the runtime applications even if the types of
clients are changed.

2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we give a brief survey of related works
on geo-spatial hypermedia and geographic information
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services through a video.

Independent video clips-based methods: His-
torically, the Aspen Movie Map Project, developed at
MIT in 1978, is the first project combining video and
geographical information [LA80]. Using four cameras
on a truck, the streets of Aspen were filmed (in both
directions), taking an image every three meters. The
system used two screens, a vertical one for the video
and a horizontal one that showed the street map of
Aspen. The user could point to a spot on the map and
jump directly to it instead of finding the way through
the city.

Many research projects have used video clips in
a similar way. The most typical case is multimedia
atlases where the user can find video clips of locations
for providing a deeper definition of any geographical
concept. Other applications with a geographical
background have used video clips: a collaborative
hypermedia tool for urban planning. Most systems
simply link 2D vector maps with video clips.

Video clips with geographic information: Peng
et al. proposed a method for video clip retrieval and
ranking based on maximal matching and optimal
matching in graph theory [PND03]. Toyama et al.
proposed an end-to-end system that capitalizes on
geographic location tags for digital photographs
[TLRA03]. Navarrete proposed a method, which per-
forms the image segmentation for a certain video frame
through image processing procedures for combining
video and geographic information [TJ01].

The main problem of this method when dealing with
big sources of video is how to segment it, i.e. how to
choose the fragments of video that will be the base of
later indexing and search. On option is a handmade seg-
mentation of video, but this is too expensive for huge
archives. Moreover, manual indexing has other prob-
lems as Smeaton [SA00] points out :

∙ No consistency of interpretation by a single person
over time

∙ No consistency of interpretation among a population
of interpreters

∙ No universally agreed format of the representation,
whether keyword, captions or some knowledge-
based information.

Due to these reasons, automatic segmentation of video
has been an intensive research field in recent years.

Augmented geo-spatial videos: Augmented real-
ity techniques with geo-referenced information have
been proposed in order to build context aware and
mixed reality applications [RC03, RDD02]. Grønbæk
et al. combined spatial hypermedia with techniques

from GIS and location based services [GVO02]. Kim
et al. introduced a novel method for integration and in-
teraction of video and spatial information [KKLPL03].
In our work, we build on their idea to implement
the direct physical navigation using the geo-spatial
hypermedia. Hansen et al. introduced a method to
create a highly distributed multi-user annotation system
for geo-spatial hypermedia [HC05]. They introduced
a number of central concepts to understand the re-
lation between hypermedia and spatial information
management. However, their geo-spatial hypermedia
is limited to the application domain of architecture
and landscape architecture. In this paper, we propose
a novel geo-spatial hypermedia which is suitable for
real-time GPS-based navigation system.

Contributions: This paper’s contribution is on
two levels. First, the paper describes a general frame-
work for non-spatial data querying on geo-objects
(e.g., buildings) in a video. The framework includes
a data model and definitions of abstract functionality
needed for non-spatial data querying. Second, the
paper proposes a framework for linking among ge-
ographic hypermedia such as 2D maps, 3D virtual
environments and videos. The framework is intuitive
enough to provide bi-directional links between various
hypermedia in a multimedia GIS.

3 DATA REPRESENTATION FOR GE-
OGRAPHIC HYPERMEDIA

We define the data representations for geographic hy-
permedia such as the 2D map, the 3D virtual world, the
geo-spatial video and road networks.

3.1 2D Map Representation
A 2D representation enables to us to place georefer-
enced objects in the geo-feature infrastructure. The 2D
representation of a geo-feature in the 2D map is given
by a two-tuple M2D = (G,P ), where G is a set of ge-
ometries and P is a set of nonspatial data (properties)
for the geo-features.
The data instances of the set of nonspatial attributes are
stored in database relations. Each tuple in the relation
corresponds to one object. More specifically, G denotes
G = {(ℙi, ...,ℙk) ∣ℙi ∈ R2, k ≥ 3}. P is the set
of nonspatial data, (attribute,value). The G is encoded
as well-known binary (WKB) representation which pro-
vides a portable representation of a geometry value as a
contiguous stream of bytes [OGC99].

3.2 Virtual World Representation
The 3D representation of a geo-feature is given by a
four-tuple M3D = (G,P, b, ℎ), where b is a value of
height on the ground and ℎ is a value of a geo-feature’s
height (e.g., height of a building). The G and P are the
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same as the 2D representation. We can create the 3D
model for 2D map by extruding a 2D profile geometry
with b and m [KKLPL03].

3.3 Geospatial Video Representation
The geospatial video is a spatial data that has a remotely
sensed data as well as a video data. The geospatial
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Figure 1: Geospatial video.

video representation is given by a two-tuple MV =
(V, CP), where V is a set of image sequences in a video
stream and CP is a set of camera parameters of the re-
motely sensed data. If Ii denotes a i-th image frame
in a video V , then Vk which has i image sequences is
defined as:

Vk = {I1, I2, ..., Ii}
The CPi denotes the i-th camera parameters which
contains internal parameters such as focal length
f(fx, fy), center c(cx, cy), aspect ratio a and external
parameters such as position p(cx, cy, cz) and orienta-
tion r(rx, ry, rz).
We use an integrated GPS approach using the GPS-Van,
the so-called 4S-Van to get improved results for the
georeferencing [SBE01]. The hardware architecture of
the 4S-Van consists of a data store part and a sensor
part. The sensor part has a global positioning system
(GPS), an inertial measurement unit (IMU), a color
CCD camera, a B/W CCD camera, and an infrared rays
camera. The 4S-Van acquires the CP every second.
The V and CPi are obtained from the 4S-Van.

3.4 Road Network Representation
Generally, the road network database has a node table
and link table. We use DB to denote the road network
database. The relation schema of node and link to de-
scribe the association can be represented as the follow-
ing.

DB = { NODE, LINK }
Node(ID, LINKNUM, ADJNODE, GEOMETRY),

ADJNODE = (ID, PASSINFO, ANGLE),
0 ≤ ∣ADJNODE∣ ≤ 8, GEOMETRY = {P ∣Pi ∈ R2 }.

Link(ID, SN, TN, DIST, ROADCLASS, LANECNT, GEOM-
ETRY),

GEOMETRY = {(Pi, ..., Pk) ∣Pi ∈ R2 , k ≥ 2 }.

The ID would serve to identify nodes and links
uniquely. The LINKNUM denotes the number of

adjacent links ADJNODE. The LINK table has start
node (SN), destination node (DN), distance (DIST),
class of road (ROADCLASS), the number of traffic-
lanes (LANECNT) and geometry (GEOMETRY). The
ADJNODE includes pass information at the intersection
(PASSINFO), adjacent angle (ANGLE).
Given a real-world road network r, the graph road
network is a two tuple Gr = (V,E) where V denotes
a set of vertices and E denotes a set of edges. For a
directed graph Gr, the segmented-based line digraph
Gs = ℒ(G) has vertex set V (Gs) = E(Gr) and edge
set

E(Gs) = {ab : a, b ∈ V (Gs), HEAD(a) = TAIL(b)}
In order to provide the link between M2D,M3D and
MV , it is necessary to create the Gs for the video in-
dexing. The graph road network Gr is decomposed into
line segments, which are then indexed.

Without spatial index structures, finding the video for
arbitrary moving points on the road network is compu-
tationally expensive. Thus, we use the R-tree which
approximates data objects by axis-aligned minimum
bounding rectangles (MBRs). However, approximat-
ing segments using axis-aligned MBRs proves to be in-
efficient due to the large amounts of dead space. So,
for all leaf nodes of the R-tree, we construct a buffer
zone of a line segment instead of a axis-aligned MBR
to process the proximity query efficiently. Buffering in-
volves the creation of a zone of a specified width around
a point, line or polygonal area. In our research case,
line segment buffering is required and the process for
buffering a single segment is as follows. Two end-
points ps(x1, y1) and pe(x2, y2) belong to R2 of par-
allel buffer lines which lie on either side of the line seg-
ment at perpendicular distance d are determined using
the following formulae:

xi ± d ⋅ sin(tan−1(
Δx

Δy
))

yi ± d ⋅ cos(tan−1(
Δx

Δy
)),

where Δx and Δy denote the difference between the
two endpoints, ps and pe.
Here, we define a logical video segment Vs in the Gs

as a three tuple (ps, pe,Vi). The first two elements be-
long to R2 and are the start and end points of the video
segment. The last value is an index value (Vi) as a
three tuple (fs, fe,V) of a video. The first two elements
are starting frame number and ending frame number in
a video. The last element is a video file location for
browsing. There are more than one logical video seg-
ments in a video. However, the V is physically continu-
ous. The details of the point query algorithm for video
browsing is shown in Algorithm 1.

There are many geoobjects Oi in a geospatial video
V . However, V has no any geometries, G and attributes,
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Figure 2: The segment-based line digraph.

Require: The R-tree ℛm, the dual graph Gs

1: procedure FindVideoSegment
2: input : A query position q
3: output : A logical video segment Vs

4:
5: MBRi = findParentOfLeaf(ℛm, q)
6: for ∀bk ∈ MBRi do
7: if isPointIn(bk, q) then
8: Vs = getDualGraphNode(Gs, bk)
9: return Vs

Algorithm 1: Point query for video browsing.

P of Oi. Thus, it is necessary to propose a new algo-
rithm for the backward linking of the geospatial video.
The proposed algorithm will be presented in the next
section.

4 LINKING GEO-SPATIAL HYPER-
MEDIA

We apply navigation concepts such as direct physi-
cal navigation and indirect representational navigation
[GVO02]. Physical walking or driving is a example
of direct physical navigation which includes interac-
tive GPS based travel guides, location based tourist in-
formation, augmented reality based navigation. Indi-
rect representational navigation is pointing and search-
ing information on locations physically remote from the
user’s location. We propose a novel geo-spatial hyper-
media based on these two navigation strategies.

4.1 Geo-Spatial Hypermedia for Indirect
Representational Navigation

Two logical links are maintained between the spatial
and nonspatial data instances of an object: forward
and backward links. The linked instances and the links
form what is termed a spatial relation. Forward links
are used to retrieve the spatial information of an object
given the object’s nonspatial information. Backward
links are used to retrieve the nonspatial information of

an object given the object’s spatial information. In or-
der to improve the performance of search operations
for these logical links in databases, it requires special
support at the physical level. This is true for conven-
tional databases as well as spatial databases, where typ-
ical search operations include the point query and the
region query. Suitable index structures for the object
ID (OID) are hash tables or B+-trees. The hash table
is particularly suitable for keys consisting of OID at-
tributes since only exact match queries have to be sup-
ported. On the other hand, B+-trees are advantageous
for attributes that allow range queries–for example, int
and float values.

The M2D and M3D have the spatial relation for the
forward and backward links. However, MV has only a
video V and a remotely sensed data CP without the G
and P . One possible approach to provide the attribute
of geoobjects in the video is based on MPEG-4 stan-
dard encoding, which encodes spatial objects in every
video frame according to MPEG-4 scene representation
(BIFS) format [CL02]. This approach is a simple and
intuitive method. However, this approach requires a lot
of manual MPEG-4 authoring for every frame in the
video. If the user wants to browse the video at the po-
sition q in the M2D, the system finds the nearest neigh-
bor segment(s) Vs

n in the Gs. Given a set of line seg-
ments L in the Gr, construct the modified R-tree ℛm

in O(nlogn) time. Now, for a query point q, finding a
nearest neighbor segment(s) q is reduced to the prob-
lem of finding in which buffer region(s) bk it falls, for
the sites of those buffer regions are precisely its near-
est neighbors. The problem of locating a point inside a
partition is called point location. We can perform the
point location in O(logn) time to find the Vs.

In order to find the attributes of geofeatures at user-
selected window position in the video frame, we intro-
duce a new approach, the so-called search space trans-
formation algorithm. The main idea is to transform the
search space in the MV into the that of the M3D ac-
cording to the CP for non-spatial data querying in a V .
The problem to find the attributes of geoobjects (Oi) at
image plane coordinate p(x, y) in the video frame (fn)
is mapped into the problem of finding the attributes of
ray-intersected objects (V Oi) at graphics plane coordi-
nate p(x, y) in the virtual world according to that video
frame. The concept of search space transformation is
shown in Fig.3. We proceed to design a software sys-
tem that implements the search space transformation. A
client-server architecture is natural for the problem con-
sidered: users work with the client software installed on
their devices; and the server assists the clients through
the http protocol in providing users with the geoobject
query results.

The tasks of client and server are shown in Fig.4.
First, the client passes the current video frame num-
ber fn in the selected video and image plane coordinate
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1: procedure FindObjectAttribute
2: input : Vi, fn, w, ℎ, p
3: output : propk
4:
5: resizeVRView(w,ℎ)
6: CPj = getCameraParam(Vi, fn)
7: locateVRCamera(CPj)
8: OID = computeRayIntersection(px, py)
9: propk = getAttribute(OID)

Algorithm 2: Attribute query in a video.

p(px, py) to the server. The server gets the CP , po-
sition P (cx, cy, cz) and orientation O(rx, ry, rz) from
the database according to the video (V) and fn. The
server locates the camera to P with O in the 3D vir-
tual space and then calculates the ray-intersection at
p(px, py) to get the identification (ID) of the geoob-
jects. Finally, the server passes the attributes of selected
geoobjects in the 3D virtual world to the client accord-
ing to the selected ID.

Ray Intersection

p(px, py)

Vi, fn, w, h, p

3D DB
Geospatial

Video DBVideo DB

CPj (f, c, a, p, r)Propk

Geospatial Video Server Geospatial Video Client

Propk

Vi

OOIDID

4S Van

HTTP

Figure 4: The client/server tasks

The details of our search space algorithm for back-
ward linking is shown in Algorithm 2. The first four
input parameters of the procedure are the video Vi, cur-
rent video frame number fn, width/height of the Vi, w,
ℎ and image plane p(px, py). The return parameter of
the procedure is the attribute propk of the geo-object
ID OID . The geo-object attribute search in the video

is the key function of the software system previously
presented.

The links between the mentioned search space trans-
formation tasks and the sub-procedures are as follows.
First, the call of the resizeVRView procedure in line 5
corresponds to the task of M3D view resizing. Second,
the getCameraParam procedure returns the CPj from
the database and the server locates the virtual camera to
CPj by using the locateVRCamera procedure in line 6
and 7. Then, the computeRayIntersection procedure in
line 8 finds OID of the intersected geo-object in M3D.
Finally, the getAttribute procedure returns the attribute
propk for the OID. The implemented computeRayIn-
tersection procedure in line 9 which computes ray-box
intersection requires Θ(log n) time, where n denotes
the total number of the geo-objects.

4.2 Route Determination using Linear
Dual Graph

The route determination procedure (simply, routing)
has an important role in the navigation system. In our
work, the aim of the routing is to minimize the search
space for video browsing without exhaustively consid-
ering all links on the road network. In this section, we
introduce the route determination algorithms under the
turn-restrictions.

In most of traffic networks in South Korea, the route
planning for car navigation or public transport should
consider no-left-turn, P-turn, U-Turn and other turn
problems to find a minimal travel time cost. In partic-
ular, in urban environment, turning left is often forbid-
den in order to minimize congestion and, when allowed,
traffic lights and counter flows cause an extra travel cost
itinerary between two nodes.

The common approaches to handle these problems
are node expansion and linear dual graph methods
[SW01B]. The node expansion approach builds up the
expanded network, Ge, which is obtained by highlight-
ing each movement at an intersections by means of
dummy nodes and edges, where the costs of the dummy
edges are penalties. The major disadvantage of this ap-
proach is that the resulting network Ge is significantly
larger than the original graph G.
In determining the performance of the approaches, it
is useful to summarize their storage requirements. The
node expansion method requires ±max∣NG∣ nodes for
the primal graph G since any node n expands into ±(n)
nodes (where, ±max denotes maximum degree of node).
This method also requires the number of edges in G,
∣EG∣, plus the number of paths of length 2, ±max

2 ∣EG∣
[SW01]. The boundary node is a node which has a
single-source and single-target in G. The linear dual
graph (D) method requires the number of nodes which
∣EG∣ adds to the number of boundary nodes in G, ∣N ′

G∣.
The storage requirement for the edges in D is the num-
ber of edges which ±max

2 ∣EG∣ plus ∣N ′
G∣ (see Table 1).
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Method ∣N ∣ ∣E∣
Ge ±max∣NG∣ (1 + ±max

2
)∣EG∣

D ∣EG∣+ ∣N ′
G∣ ±max

2
∣EG∣+ 2∣N ′

G∣

Table 1: Estimation of upper limits for node expansion
and linear dual graph. (N ′

G denotes boundary nodes of
a primal graph G and ±max denotes maximum degree
of node)

Based on these facts, we adopted the linear dual graph
technique as a conceptual model for our route specifi-
cation on Gs.

4.3 Geo-Spatial Hypermedia for Direct
Physical Navigation

Augmented reality (AR) provides an especially rich
medium for experimenting with location-aware and
location-based applications, in which virtual objects are
designed to take the environment into account [SS03].
In order to have efficient telematics systems all the
information must be geo-referenced and the underlying
support system must handle some of the functionalities
usually supported by Geographic Information Systems
(GIS), namely the mapping between the virtual and the
real world. Thus, we should handle real-time videos
according to user’s locations along the navigation path.
The run-time approach exploits live-time video streams
rather than preprocessed video streams of the 4S-Van.
It is useful to provide live-video with navigation
information such as, building’s name, current speed
and turn information for users. To augment live-video
with these information, we perform a projection of the
3D world onto a 2D image plane for correct registration
of the virtual and live-video images. Fig. 5 shows
the overall proposed system architecture for real-time
approach.

Mobile Requestor

Video Combiner

Annotation Overlay

Attribute Extractor

Display

Camera GPS

Real World

Virtual World

Augmented Image

User with EMD

Server

Client

Network

Figure 5: Overall proposed system schematic

The major procedure for our run-time approach is as
follows.

1. Extracting 3D information according to the GPS
data. The client passes the GPS data, position
P (cx, cy, cz) and orientation O(rx, ry, rz), to the
server. Then the server locates the virtual camera
in 3D space according to the GPS data. The server

find all attributes of the buildings from 3D database
in given view frustum. We also extract the four
points which compose a rectangular face of the
3D building model. This information will be used
for registration of the annotated information with
live-video images at the following step.

2. Overlaying the building’s name and the guide infor-
mation to the video. Every building in the virtual
world from 3D database is represented as a hexa-
hedron. Each face of the building is a rectangular
face. So, this face has coplanar and convex prop-
erties. And, this face keeps these properties even if
it is transformed by a affine transformation such as,
translation, rotation, scaling and shear). Therefore,
we can augmented building’s annotation with live
image by using these four points of rectangular face.
More specifically, we use two overlay methods; or-
thogonal method and projective method to overlay
an annotation of a building. We use inverse mapping
by bi-linear interpolation which is the most popu-
lar practical strategy for texture mapping in order to
perform the projective transformation [WP01]. For
inverse mapping it is convenient to consider a single
(compound) transformation from two-dimensional
screen space (x, y) to two-dimensional texture space
(u,v). This is just an image warping operation and
we can write this in homogeneous coordinates as:

⎡
⎣

x′

y′

w

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣

a b c
d e f
g ℎ i

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣

u′

v′

q

⎤
⎦

where (x, y) = (x′/w, y′/w) and (u, v) =
(u′/q, v′/q). This is known as a rational linear
transformation. The inverse transform–the one of
interest to us in practice is given by:

⎡
⎣

u′

v′

q

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣

A B C
D E F
G H I

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣

x′

y′

w

⎤
⎦

=

⎡
⎣

ei− fℎ cℎ− bi bf − ce
fg − di ai− cg cd− af
dℎ− eg bg − aℎ ae− bd

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣

x′

y′

w

⎤
⎦

Moreover, the transmission data size for annota-
tion overlaying is constant since we need these four
points for each building in order to overlay the an-
notation.

3. Displaying the overlaid video on the screen. We use
the eye-mounted display (EMD) as a display device
based on video-see through approach. The screen
resolution of the EMD is 640×480 pixels.

The mobile requestor sends GPS data to the server to
obtain the building’s name in a live-video, the same as
geospatial video client in Fig.4. The video combiner
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(a) Orthogonal overlay (b) Projective overlay

Figure 6: Annotation overays for geo-objects

plays an important role for augmenting a live-video
with information from virtual world. Fig.6 (a) is a re-
sult of annotation overlay using parallel projection and
Fig.6 (b) is a result using perspective projection.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm is implemented in C++ and
OpenGL. We tested the implemented system on several
datasets which were obtained from Jung-Gu, Seoul, Ko-
rea by using the 4S-Van. We have evaluated our system
on a PC running Windows XP operating system with
Intel Xeon 3.0GHz Quad-core dual CPUs, 4 GB mem-
ory and an NVIDIA QuadroFX 5600 GPU. The client
is implemented in C++ and ATL/COM as a component
software.

EMD GPS Camera

Figure 7: Hardware components of client system.

The mobile client system consists of global positioning
system (GPS), camera, eye-mounted display (EMD) as
video see-through device, and reconfigurable computer
(Laptop computer) as shown in Fig. 7. The details of
the current hardware setup are the following:

∙ Garmin’s eTrex GPS : used to capture the GPS data
every second, such as current position, altitude, cur-
rent speed, average speed and moving distance. The
average position accuracy of GPS receiver is ±6m
and the altitude accuracy is ±30m.

∙ Creative Labs Video Blaster’s WebCam : used to
capture the image according to the real road net-
work.

∙ Eye Mounted Display (EMD): used to show the
composed image to user and its screen resolution is
640×480 pixels.

In our experiments for the preprocessing approach, we
perform a picking operation with at least 70 random
points in the geospatial video client to measure the over-
all accuracy of geo-object query. By using the proposed
method, we are able to achieve average 85.8 % accuracy
for the benchmark scene which contains seven build-
ings. We report the accuracy of geo-objects query for
our benchmark data in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Accuracy of geo-objects query: The test
scene contains seven buildings.

In order to evaluate the routing performance, we have
tested the performance of route determination algo-
rithm with our route queries in 38 different benchmarks.
Fig. 9 shows the performance testing result accord-
ing to the route length (path length). Performance is
measured by executing workloads, each of them con-
sisting of 38 sample queries. Generally, the number of
path computations depends on a route length. If there
are many intersections between source and destination,
the number of path computations will increase signifi-
cantly. However, the response time receives little effect
from the Euclidean distance between source and des-
tination. Therefore, the response time depends on the
number of path computation.
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Figure 9: Performance of route determination accord-
ing to the route length.

Limitations. Our approach works well for our cur-
rent set of benchmarks. However, it has a few limita-
tions. Our search space transformation algorithm has
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the assumptions for rectangular buildings; especially
extruded models from 2D maps. Therefore, there is no
guarantee that our algorithm can handle general polyg-
onal buildings. Moreover, our current direct physical
navigation approach requires more user experience test-
ing and cognitive experiments in terms of human com-
puter interaction.

6 CONCLUSION
Geographic hypermedia offers a new opportunity to
navigate with heterogeneous geographic contents by
using remotely sensed data. We have identified four
research themes for geographic hypermedia navigation,
provided some background on significant achievements
in those areas, as well as highlighted some of the re-
maining challenges.

We have proposed a new approach to linking among
geospatial hypermedia by using the remotely sensed
data obtained from the 4S-Van. The main idea of the
search space transformation is to transform the search
space of the video into that of the 3D virtual world
according to the remotely sensed parameters for non-
spatial data querying in a video. In conjunction with
the proposed method for direct physical navigation sys-
tems, we can provide convincing geospatial hyperme-
dia. We believe that this work is a first but important
step towards an important research area in ubiquitous
LBS. The experimental evaluation confirms the appli-
cability of the proposed approach.

In summary, location-based geospatial hypermedia
will play a central role in numerous mobile comput-
ing applications. We expect that research interest in
such geographic hypermedia will grow as the number
of multimedia mobile devices and related services con-
tinue to increase.
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